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Abstract. Temperature effects of 1D-dissipative tunneling for the two-well oscillator potential 
model within the strong dissipation limit for the case of semiconductor QDs of InAs, were 
analyzed using a combined atomic force and scanning tunneling microscope. The effect of 
thermal control for the amplitude of single peaks on the field dependence of the one-
dimensional dissipative tunneling probability in the model under consideration was 
theoretically revealed. A qualitative comparison of the calculated field dependences of the 1D-
dissipative tunneling probability at a finite temperature within a strong coupling limit (with 
allowance for the influence of two local phonon modes) with experimental tunnel CVC was 
obtained. A fairly convincing agreement of theoretical and experimental curves was 
demonstrated. It is shown that in addition to temperature and external electric field, another 
important controlling parameter of dissipative tunneling is the type of thermostat matrix in 
which QDs have been synthesized, taking into account the number of local phonon modes 
involved in the tunneling process. 

1.  Introduction 
Quantum tunneling is important for research involving electron transport through molecular filaments, 
structures with quantum dots or quantum wells, and low-temperature chemical reactions [1-15]. Many 
of the mentioned systems are considered from the standpoint of the instanton approach. When the 
tunneling constant is calculated from the instanton approximation, all the listed phenomena appear 
similar to one another in some sense. In chemical reactions, the rate constant assumes an exponential 
evolution for the transport probability, whereas in electronic devices the rate constant determines the 
tunnel current. In the work of Yu. N. Ovchinnikov [9], it was shown that the conductivity of granular 
metal films is related to the tunneling processes between neighboring granules, and also that the 
interaction with the thermostat, which provides a real transition to the states localized in the "adjacent" 
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cluster, is rather small. Thus, the characteristics of the tunneling current in the systems under study can 
be considered in the limit of comparatively "weak" dissipation, but sufficient to ensure the "decay" of 
the double-well oscillator potential used in the proposed model. In addition, an appreciable 
contribution to the tunneling current can be provided by the tunneling probability estimated to within a 
pre-exponential factor. In investigations of quasi-zero-dimensional systems with semiconductor 
single-QDs, the strong dissipation approximation is justified by accounting for the influence of two 
local phonon modes on the tunneling probability. We observed a series of sharp resonant features in 
the tunneling differential conductance of InAs quantum dots. We found that dissipative quantum 
tunneling has a strong influence on the operation of nanodevices. Because of such tunneling, the 
current-voltage characteristics of a tunnel contact between an atomic force microscope tip and a 
surface of InAs/GaAs quantum dots include many interesting peaks. We found that the number, 
position, and heights of these peaks are associated with the phonon modes involved. Our experimental 
data are well described with an exactly solvable model where one charged particle is weakly 
interacting with two promoting phonon modes associated with the external medium. We conclude that 
the characteristics of tunnel nanoelectronic devices can thus be controlled by a proper choice of 
phonons in the materials, which are involved. 

2.   1-D dissipative tunneling in the limit of strong dissipation 
Several non-equidistant peaks on the tunnel CVCs (current-voltage characteristics) for semiconductor 
quantum dots (QDs) of InAs/GaAs (001) were observed and interpreted by us earlier in the framework 
of the 1D-dissipative tunneling model with allowance for one local phonon mode [4]. In this case, the 
proposed theoretical model allowed us to identify only two single peaks, one of which turned out to be 
unstable, which did not fully correspond to the available experimental data. It should be noted that the 
features of the observed tunneling CVCs are usually interpreted within the framework of the resonance 
tunneling model. In this paper, we assert and theoretically justify that a tunneling transport mechanism 
involving two local phonon modes of the surrounding matrix is possible in the strong-dissipation 
regime. It is known that two types of optical phonons exist in GaAs: transverse phonons  (TO) with 
energies Ω ≈ 34 MeV and longitudinal phonons (LO) with energies Ω ≈ 38 MeV. This explains why 

the two local phonon modes should be considered for a surrounding matrix in the weak dissipation 
limit. Since the highest values of the electron-phonon interaction constants in GaAs are observed for 
TO and LO phonons, only these modes are usually taken into account. Other modes are neglected 
because the values of the electron-phonon interaction constants for them are much less. 
 

Figure 1. CVC of the AFM probe contact to the QD - surface at the point corresponding to the QD- 
top. 
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The peaks (see figure 1) associated with tunneling of electrons from the filled electron states below the 
Fermi level in the AFM coating material of the W2C probe to the QDs dimensional-quantized levels 
(figure 2) were found in the QD tunneling spectra [4].  

 
Figure 2. Zone diagram of a metallized AFM probe with a QD surface 

 
When interpreting the QDs tunneling spectra, one should take into account that the experiments were 
carried out at room temperature. Therefore, under these conditions, dissipative electron tunneling with 
absorption or emission of phonons is possible. Previously, when interpreting the tunnel spectra of 
InAs/GaAs (001) QDs, this factor was not taken into account. This nonresonant mechanism of 
tunneling transport, characteristic for metallic QDs, can occur in doped QDs when the concentration of 
charge carriers can be varied within fairly wide limits by means of an external electric field.  
 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of the theoretical curve (line 2) for the tunnel probability  Г = В ехр (-S) in the 
1D dissipative tunneling model taking into account the influence of two local modes of the heat-bath 
with the experimental current-voltage characteristics (CVCs curves) for semiconductor quantum dots 

of InAS / GaAs (line 1) [4]. b(E) is the dimensionless asymmetry parameter of the double-well 
oscillatory potential, which is weakly nonlinearly dependent on the strength of the external electric 

field. 
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A qualitative comparison of the model curve for the 1D-dissipative tunneling probability 

)exp( SВГ −=  (see [4]) with allowance for the influence of two local phonon modes of the heat-
bath with the experimental I-V characteristics for semiconductor QDs of InAs / GaAs is presented in 
figure 3. Here the characteristic non-equidistant peaks in the experimental CVCs (for semiconductor 
quantum dots of InAs/GaAs) match the corresponding peaks in the theoretical dependence of the 1D-
dissipative tunneling probability (with allowance for influence of two local phonon modes of the heat-
bath) on the strength of the applied electric field. This match is qualitatively much better than that 
observed in the model, which accounts for the impact of only one local phonon mode. The temperature 
dependence of the amplitude of single peaks in the investigated curves has also been theoretically 
analyzed.  
 

 

 
Figure 4. Dependence of the amplitude A of a single peak in the field dependence of the 1D-

dissipative tunneling probability on the dimensionless reciprocal temperature parameter β*=ħω/kT. 
  

It is shown (see figure 4) that these amplitudes grow slightly nonlinearly with decreasing temperature. 
Theoretical calculations have shown that both oscillating and non-oscillating tunneling transfer 
regimes are possible in the dependence of the 1D-dissipative tunneling probability on the strength of 
the external electric field at a finite temperature and fixed parameters of the surrounding matrix (see 
figures 3 and 5).  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Theoretical curve for the 1D-dissipative tunneling probability in the non-oscillating 
transport regime  
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The oscillating regime is due to the energy exchange of a tunneling electron with two phonons. This 
can cause the formation of states with different lifetimes. Their interference, along with the "tuning" of 
the starting energy level under them in an external electric field, can produce the corresponding 
oscillations of the tunneling probability field dependence. As the interaction constant with the contact 
medium increases (with an increase in its "viscosity"), this interference turns out to be suppressed, and 
a non-oscillating regime of dissipative tunneling is realized (see figure 5).  

3.  Conclusion 
Thus, the performed analysis demonstrated the qualitative agreement of the calculated curves for the 
tunneling probability with some experimental CVCs in the schemes for studying the controlled 
conductivity characteristics of individual InAs/GaAs semiconductor quantum dots. Although a number 
of features on the experimental tunnel CVCs were previously interpreted by other authors [14] as 
conservative (resonance) tunneling effects, a qualitative comparison of the obtained theoretical field 
dependences with the experimental CVCs allowed us to conclude that dissipative tunneling effects are 
realized in individual cases. We also found that the characteristic non-equidistant peaks in the 
experimental I–V characteristics (for semiconductor InAs/GaAs quantum dots) match the 
corresponding peaks in the theoretical dependence of the 1D dissipative tunneling probability on the 
applied electric field intensity (accounting for the influence of two local phonon modes of the heat 
bath). This match is much better than what was observed in the model, which accounts for the 
influence of only one local phonon mode. The oscillating and non-oscillating regimes of 1D - 
dissipative tunnel transfer were identified theoretically by taking into account the influence of two 
local phonon modes, while a qualitative correspondence with the experimental tunneling current-
voltage characteristics for semiconductor InAs/GaAs quantum dots was observed only in the case of 
the oscillating regime of one-dimensional dissipative tunneling. 
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